Abstract-This paper discusses the problem of visual control of grasping. We have implemented an object tracking system that can be used to provide visual feedback for locating the positions of flngers and objects to be manipulated, as well as the relative relationships of them. This visual analysis can be used to control open loop grasping systems in a number of manipulation tasks where flnger contact, object movement, and task completion need to be monitored and controlled.
I Introduction
Hand-eye coordination is a demanding robotic task. While such coordination is common in hi her level animals, it is still an elusive goal for miti-sensor robots. A key component of this is to fuse both vision and touch information in real-time. Such fusion will allow on-line gras planning and manipulation. This paper addresses t\e vision aspect of this sensor fusion problem, specifically integrating visual feedback for control of graspin and manipulation. We motivate the application of vision to grasping with the following example taken from manufacturing and assembly tasks. In most manufacturing tasks, it is necessary to move parts together in useful configurations so as to make the assembly process more efficient. For example, moving fingers to surround a nut or moving a grasped nut to a bolt. In the case of grasping a nut, the robot must locate the nut, move its gripper to the vicinity of the nut, locate the best grasp points on the nut, servo the fingers of the gripper to those grasp points, and finall verify that the nut is securely ras ed. Usually t g s variety of task is performed f y bind robots using world coordinates, ji s and other devices to remove object of open-loop, pre-de&eSdr knowledge control usually require large start-up costs in re-production measurement, setup and testin Tiese systems also exhibit inflexible, brittle qu&ies. If small manufacturing design changes are made, the cost of replanning the robot assembly line (including retooling, rejigging and revision of the robot control strategy) can be prohibitively expensive.
Our research is aimed at using vision to provide the positioning am B iguit stems built using this kind ~ 'This work was supported in part by DARPA contract DACA-76-92-C-0007, NSF grants IRI-86-57151, CDA-90-24735, Toshiba Corporation, North American Philips Laboratories, Siemens Corporation and Rockwell International. compliance and robustness required by assembly operations without the need for extensive analysis, detailed knowledge of the environment or direct physical contact to control a complicated grasping and manipulation task. Using a visual sensor, the spatial arrangement of objects in the environment can be understood without disturbing the environment, and can provide a means for roviding robust feedback for a robot control loop. %his paper further explores the idea of visual control of grasping, within the s ecific context of using vision as a complement to otier sensory information relevant to the grasping task.
I1 Related Research
The grasping task is complex requiring several steps to setup, execute and monitor. Sobh and Bajcsy [9] take an interesting a proach to solving this problem. They examined \ow finite state machines can be used to monitor the gras ing process. They directly observe a gri per per!orming the manipulation and based on t i e configuration of the gripper and the part to be manipulated, they compute the sequence of moves necessary to erform the grasp. By monitoring the fingers and ofject as the task is performed they can determine the state of the task, which states are reachable from the current state, and the move necessary to complete the task. Their technique allows the system to dynamically allocate feature detectors to look for events which trigger state transitions. The system's ability to create and monitor oals also makes it an ideal platform for directing t f e t pe of method it can use to achieve those goals. Anot {er approach, given by Hollinghurst and Cipolla [5] uses a combination of control techniques to perform visual graspin They determine an object's initial position in %e environment using an affine stereo transform. Since the affine transformation does not capture the non-linearities of the camera systems, the robot-gri per system's precision is only modestly accurate. & servo the gripper to the object from this position, they use a second control technique which converts the relative distance from the gripper to the object in image space into a compeiisating movement in real space. In this way, they get around the errors associated with the linearities of the affine stereo transform. Blake [a] has developed a computational model of hand-eye coordination that develops a qualitative theory for the classification of grasps that utilizes dynamic image contours. In other approaches, Murphy et al. [7] described a system for effecting stable grasps based on perceived object orientation. Sharma et al. [8] redefined gras ing tasks in terms of the intersection of a 3D surface describing the working configurations of the ripper and robot system and the 3D surface descrkng the configurations of the object. Sharma's system plans path trajectories in terms of movements along these surfaces. Our work can be seen as computing how a subtask -or in Sobh and Bajcsy's case, a state transition -should be accomplished, and that we give a method for determining how well the subtask is being performed (i.e. feedback).
I11
Human experience provides an existence proof for the ability of vision to assist in grasping and manipulation tasks. Vision provides rich knowledge about the spatial arrangements (i.e. geometry and topology) of objects to be manipulated as well as knowledge about the means of manipulation (i.e. the fingers of a robotic hand). Our goal is to visually monitor and control the fingers of a robotic hand as it performs grasping and manipulation tasks. Our motivation is the eneral lack of accurate and fast sensory feedback for most robotic hands. Many grippers lack sensing particularly at the contact points with objects, and rely on open loop control to perform grasping and manipulation tasks. Vision is an inexpensive and effective method to provide the necessary feedback and monitoring for these tasks. Using a vision system, a simple uninstrumented gripper/hand can become a precision device capable of position and possibly even force control. Below, we outline some aspects of visual control that are well suited to the grasping problem:
Vision as a Feedback Mechanism for Grasping 1. Visual determination of grasp points. This is a reliminary step before rasping , and may not Ee as time critical as ti?e actual manipulation it self. 2. Ima e-space reasoning and plannin in unstructure 9 and movin environments. &ision-based techniques can f e useful where model-based knowledge may be unavailable or errorful. This is an example of the active vision paradigm. 3. Once a grasp has been effected, vision can monitor the grasp for stabilit By perturbing the fingers, we can measure tge object's movement in image space. If the object does not move as predicted, we use this information to update our perceptual grasp framework. 4. Visually monitorin a task will give us the feedback necessary bot\ to erform the task as well as to gauge how well tge robot performed the task, or if an error has occurred.
While visual control of graspin can be very helpful, we need to recognize some proflems associated with it. The problems listed below need to be adequately addressed in order to successfully control rasping using vision, and are at the crux of why t a is is a difficult robotics problem.
1. Graspin and manipulation need real-time sensory feefback. Vision systems may not be able to rovide the necessary analysis of the image a n 8 computation of an actuator movement fast enough. 2. In grasping with a robotic hand, multiple fingers need to be em loyed. This entails having the vision system P ollow multiple movin objects in addition to the possible movement ofany object to be manipulated.
Grasping and manipulation usually require 3-D
analysis of relative relationships of fingers and ob'ects. Simple vision systems only provide a 2 -6 projection of the scene. 4. As fingers close in on an object t o be manipulated, visual occlusion of both the object and fingers can easily occur.
5. An im ortant com onent of most rasping tasks is the Knowledge offorces exerted f y fingers. Vision systems can not directly compute accurate force measurements.
Our current research is aimed at finding solutions to these problems. For some tasks, visual feedback methods may only supplement contact/force sensing. In the next section, we discuss a method that allows fingers and ob'ects to be tracked. This method can be used to traci multi le fingers and objects alleviatin some of the probims discussed above. ?he manipufiation tasks we have experimented with are primarily 2-D in nature; however, by using a variety of methods, including stereo [5], these results can be applied to 3-D scenes.
The problems of occlusion and force estimation are subjects of our ongoing research, but they will not be discussed in detail in this aper. The problem of visual occlusion may be &mated through the use of active vision and multi-camera techniques, in which the vision system moves to keep designated features and objects in view [l] . Additionally, we believe it may be possible t o estimate grasping forces from vision alone, given an appropriate spring model of force/displacement and knowledge of the actuator forces.
Visual control of grasping is not a panacea. As stated before, fusion of vision and local contact/force information is needed for truly precise control of grasping and mani ulation. The work described in this paper is aimecfat highlighting what vision can provide. This work can be extended to model the inter lay of vision and touch for more complex tasks, incfuding the anal sis of partially occluded regions of space and comptcated multifingered grasps.
IV Tracking Fingers and Objects Using Snakes
The most important attribute for a controller using visual-feedback is having rimitives which can acDepening on the complexity o! the experiment, this can range from tracking a nut, to tracking the fingers of a robotic hand, to tracking a complete robot.
A useful tracking primitive is a snake. Kass et al. [GI originally developed snakes, a model for representing ima e contours which allows them to be easily mani 3ated by higher level processes. The central idea be\ind a snake is that it is a deformable contour that moves under a variety of image constraints (which tend to be local) and object-model constraints. The representation of a snake is v(s)
where s runs from 0 to 1 over the perimeter of the snake. The snake is controlled by minimizing the following function curate1 segment and trac R ob'ects in image space.
E i n t ( v ( s ) ) + E i m a g e ( u ( S ) )
Eint re resents the internal energy of the snake caused gy bending or discontinuities. We use a discrete formulation of snakes (basically replacing the continuous v(s) with vi's (a set of control points with corresponding coordinates (xi, y;)).
to ours involves t k e real-time computation of snakes
The energy equation for our snake is:
where m is the total number of control points, a ,
, and 6 are weights associated with each of the are the four energy terms affectin the shape of the snake. The first three terms in t i e summation are similar to those used by Williams and Shaw (referred to later as WS). We added the fourth term, E b a l l o o n , to compensate for some of the problems associated with the WS snake energy formulation.
p, sna x -e energies, and E c o n t , E c u T u , E i m a g e , a n d E b a l l o o n ,
'In this discussion, w e will define t h e vector Gc as t h e backward difference (U, -v,-l).
A Snake Energy Terms
To facilitate the calculation of snake energies, we make the following assumptions about the world:
0 The objects we want to track are contiguous, slow-moving, and uniformly-colored. 0 The world is 2-D with no occlusions. 0 The snake points are ordered such that if the snake elements are traversed in increasing order ( U ; , v;+l, ...), the object we are tracking with the snake will be surrounded with a counterclockwise wrap (i.e. the object volume is to the left of the snake.)
The computation of the snake proceeds in the followin fashion: first, a set of control points is determinef to approximate the tracked object's contour. This can be done by hand or by simple segmentation based upon geometry or intensity. Secondly, each control point is used to compute an energy term that evaluates the energy chan e caused by movin of size 2w x 2w. At each iteration, the control point is moved to the new position that reduces the total energy of the snake.
E,,, is the global regularization term, one which regufates the shape and Sam ling of the snake. E i m a g e is the term which determines of how image energy affects a snake. Typically, this is an attractive force in which image features (edges, corners, intensity extrema etc.) are used to attract the snake. We have defined Eimage as the negative magnitude of the image gradient or -(\6xil + 16y;l). This measure can be coni uted at frame rates in the adjacent neighborhood ofthe control point.
E,,,, is a measure of a snake's curvature at a given control point. This term is used to create smoothly varying contours. The following formulation results in a constantly increasing function which increases as curvature increases. While the E,,,, term is not curvature, ( K ) , it allows us to determine how perturbing a control point cause the snake to bend more or bend less compared to neighboring points.
Ebqlloon is the term which exploits the intrinsic properties of the object to improve tracking performance. Our formulation contains an interestin combination of local and lobal computations waich allows us to use one locay-area image operation and snake information to compute the energy distribution for an area surroundin a snake control point. The Eballoon term uses t i e object's color to help determine whether or not a pixel is part of the object. The idea is to examine the neighborhood of a control point and to tr to push the contour away from the interior of the ogject if the control point is inside the object, and to contract the contour towards the interior of the object if the control point is outside the object's boundary ("ballooning"). We use a simle neighborhood threshold around a control point to {etermine if the region surrounding a control point is inside or outside the object's boundary. If over c% of the pixels in a region have the same characteristic, the control point associated with that region is classified as having that characteristic. The objects we are tracking are homo eneous in color, and by calculating the number 05 pixels in the nei hborhood of the control point that are object pixeFs, we can associate a direction (in or out) to move the snake's boundary.
The actual movement direction is found by computing an approximation to the contour normal at the control point under investigation. The normal direction is the bisector of the angle formed between the two snake oints ad'acent to the control point, L p ; -l p ; p ; +~ in Pigure 1. k h e IN or OUT designation determines if we move along the positive or negative normal direction. 
2.
INSIDE: p: lies inside the object. Sampling a small region surrounding p? shows that the color of the region is identical to the color of the object. The contour underestimates the true shape of the object. V&,, is the normal to the boundary at point #. The IN side of the plane is on the left side of the directed line segment, p , -l p ? . The OUT side of the plane is on the right. We give all potential control points on the IN side a weight of +1 (high energy) and those of the OUT side, -1 (low energy). This weighting favors any movement which would take the point away from the object.
OUTSIDE: pi lies outside the object. Sampling a small region surrounding p: shows that the color of the region is unlike the color of the object. The contour overestimates the true shape of the object. V&,,, is the normal to the boundary at point pi. The IN side of the plane is on the left side of the directed line segment, pi-lpi.
The OUT side of the plane is on the ri ht. We give all potential control points on the l$ side a weight of -1 (low energy) and those of the OUT side, +1 (high energy). This weighting favors any movement which would take the point toward the object. 3. EDGE BORDER: p; lies on the border between the object and the outside world. In this case, the entire region is given the same weighting, 0.
The goal of is to keep the snake from shrinking in upon itself. Snake formulations without the Eplloon force tend to collapse in upon themselves w en an object disappears or when an object moves too quickly.
B Collision Detection
To properly control gras ing We have also im lemented a brute-force, colhion detection algori A m (to determine when snakes collide). In the experiments that follow, we track both fingers and objects to be rasped. We need to compute contacts between angers and objects, and this can be done by determinin if two snakes, S1 and S2, are adjacent to one anofher by the following algorithm.
1. Find the minimum distance (point-to-point) for each pair of points ( p l , p 2 ) , where p l E S1 and 2. Find the minimum distance (point-to-line) for each pairing of points to lines ( p l , l z ) , where p l E S1 and 12 is composed of 2 adjacent points in S2.
3. Find the minimum distance (line-to-point) for each pairing of points to lines ( l l , p z ) , where 11 is composed of 2 adjacent points in SI and p2 E S2.
P2 E s2.
C
Take the minimum of the three values found in the previous steps. If the value is less than 1 then there is a high probability (within image noise limits) that the snakes are adjacent to one another.
Experimental Procedure
Our experimental system is shown in figure 2 . A static monocular camera system is used to monitor and control a multi-fingered robotic gripper. The gripper for this experiment is the FMA (Flexible Micro Actuator) gripper [lo] , provided by Toshiba Corporation and pictured in figure 3) . Each finger of the FMA gripper is controlled by three servo valves which either inflate or vent air to three chambers in the finger. By varying which valves are closed in each finger at any one time, it is possible to change the osition of each finger to one of eight positions. The Rngers are sensorless. It is im ossible to determine if an action has taken place, wiether a pressure has been exerted, or what position a fin er is in at any time interval. The FMA grip er Jso exhibits an extraordinary amount of compEance in performing tasks. Since its fineers are com liant, it is to perform tasks using the FMA) gripper w i g i & not ossible using a simple arallel jaw apparatus. In afdition, the fingers have figh friction coefficients allowing them to grip and exert forces on ob'ects with little sli page, qualities which make the $!MA gripper excelgnt for grasping tasks.
For our experiments, the neighborhood size on image operations was 5 x 5, the balloon threshold ( e ) was set at 90%, and the energy weighting terms a, j3, y and 6 were respectively 1.0, 1.0, 1.1 and 1.0 (these were established experimentally and provided good, stable tracking). The initial positions of the snake control points are placed by hand as a convenience; other methods of estimating the initial contour are ossible. We have also changed the method used &y WS to update snake parameters. In WS, snake updates were performed segment by segment in order from the lowest numbered snake segment to the highest. This method tends to bias the snake along the direction of travel. Since modifications were performed directly on the snake, lower numbered snake control oints directly affected the ener y calculations of gigher numbered points. Insteaf of updating the snake control points se uentiall , we investigated all control points simu?taneousP to determine the best ositions to move. Once a i the points were evaluate4 we made one trip around the snake making sure that the new positions of snake control points were valid (non-overlapping). This new formulation seems to be amenable to parallel implementation (a possibility we may wish to explore in the future). 
V Touch Experiment
The first experiment involved using snakes to track a finger on a ripper. The goal was to evaluate snake dynamic tra&ing performance as the finger moved over a sequence of image frames. In this experiment (shown in figure 4), the finger moved in an upward direction, until contact was make with the block. Snakes tracked the movements of both the finger and the block. The distance between the finger snake and block snake was used to determine when contact has been made between the finger and block.
The finger and the block ositions were both estimated initially by hand-picPked snake control points. Both normal and Sobel-edge imagery were computed at frame rates for input to the snake fitting algorithm. Between successive images, the snake fittin routine was called a maximum of 20 times for eac snake. In many several cases, the snakes settled into positions where several snake segments oscillated between local minima. Using a hard-limit on the number of iterations does not appear to have hampered the snake's ability to track reliably in these situations, since the local minima happened to be within a pixel of each other. Figures 5, 6 , and 7 show the to ositions of the snakes as they track the finger over 6 frames from the fin ers initial position shown in fiure 4 to the finger'sanal resting osition on the bios shown in figure 8 . Notice that tiouglr out this operation, the snake representation succinctly describes the ose of the finger. In addition, we have also veri&d that snakes can be used to detect contact between different objects. In figure 9 , we show the final resting positions of the two snakes. In this situation, our collision detection algorithm reported a distance of 0 pixels between the two snakes (a point on the finger snake actually lies on a line segment contained by the block snake). 
VI Grasping and Extraction Experiment
The following experiment tested visual control in two different situations. In the first part of our experiment, the grip er closed two fingers around an object while at t i e same time the vision system monitored the finger-object-fin er system to determine when a stable grasp has taten place. In the second part, the robot translated the grasped object along its Z-axis. During this translation, the vision system monitored the positions of the fingers and object to determine the status of the translation. The two parts of this experiment highlight the utility of a visual control system. First, the grasping and translation tasks both require the vision system to determine the position and orientation of the fingers and the object to be manipulated. Second, in both of these tasks, the vision system is required to generate a report on how well the robot is performing the task and/or how close the task is to completion. We have constrained this experiment to lie in 2 dimensions. In addition, the initial position of the gripper and the object translation path are known.
In the first part of the experiment, we use two of the fingers to grasp the bolt. Figure 10 shows the initial configuration for this experiment. Figure 11 shows the positions of the fingers and bolt as well as their associated snakes in image space. The goal of the rasping section is to monitor the finger snakes and%olt snake as the fin ers close in on the bolt. As the fingers are slowly cyosed, we monitor the distance between the finger snakes and the bolt snake with our collision detection procedure. To close the fingers, we gradually increased the pressure to the fingers between image samples. When the collision detection a1 orithm reported less than 1 pixel se arating both Rngers from the bolt, we determjned t i a t grasping had occurred. At this point, we increased the pressure a small fraction (since the contact imposed by adjacency is usually a low-force contact, incapable of holding the grasped object) to form a stronger grasp. Figure 12 shows the final osition of the fingers and their snakes at the end of a typical grasping operation.
The next part of our experiment monitored the position of the finger-bolt-finger system while the fingers were translated along the robot's Z-axis. This part of the experiment is a simplified version of a general procedure for monitoring extractions. We verify the state of the extraction process by monitoring the ositions of the bolt and fingers. If the bolt and Xngers do not move in the same direction or if the fin ers lose contact with the bolt, we say that the boa is not rasped and the system must try again. In figure 18 , we show the results of the extraction rocedure given the inibial starting state shown in Xgure 12.
VI1 Conclusions
This paper has motivated the use of visual control rasping tasks. While this is a difficult research it appears that there may be useful meth- ods that are fast and robust enough to close a feedback loop using a vision sensor to control grasping and manipulation. These methods are also consistent with sensor integration from other modalities such as force and contact on the gripper itself. In the absence of such sensing (which is common with simple robot grippers), visual control methods may suffice for a number of simple manipulation tasks.
The method described here needs to be extended in a number of ways. First, we are currently extending these results to 3-D analysis by use of stereo (2 monitoring cameras) and active techniques with a single camera [l] . Second, the experimental results shown here can track the finger-bolt-finger snakes at about 1/7 Hertz.; however, we have optimized this method to achieve a speed of approximately 1 Hertz by intelligent buffering of images and transfers t o the host. At 1 Hertz, we are approaching the speeds which are necessary to integrate the vision with other sensory feedback. The speed is also a function of the number of control points chosen for the snake. The use of vision for control of grasping has the added benefit of being a relatively simple add on to an existing gripper system. It is also easily reconfigured, and can work in uncalibrated environments (which is the case in our experiments).
